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An example of accessing the Archive via NOMAD Resolve URI

The NOMAD Resolve URI is implemented as a REpresentational State Transfer (REST) API
for the efficient browsing of the parsed and normalized data. A URL can be constructed to access
all metadata in the archive via a web-browser or any other tool for sending HTTP requests. This
is done by concatenating the string:
https://analytics-toolkit.nomad-coe.eu/api/resolve/
with a NOMAD Resolve URI. This URI is a path, consisting of the following parts, connected
with slashes (/):
1. the unique identifier (UID) of one raw-data zip-archive,
2. the UID of one calculation contained therein,
3. a chain of section-name/section-identifier/ - pairs, starting with /section_run/
4. the metadata name of a concrete value
For example, the following URL accesses the energy_total (metadata for the total energy for a
given configuration of atoms and a given physical model) of one specific energy evaluation:
https://analytics-toolkit.nomad-coe.eu/api/resolve/N-TULHlZnc9cnbg7ihzUALIlSdyww/
C-DWGvyqvK2g_1yLyJf8nN3j_M-xd/section_run/0c/section_single_configuration_calculation/
0c/energy_total/0c
where the identifier “0c” means the first item in a list, e.g., the first
section_single_configuration_calculation of possibly many such sections. The second item
in the list would be identified by “1c”, and so on.

In the list above, only the first part is mandatory. If the path points to a collection of data
(an archive, a calculation, or a section), only structural information is returned. The complete
content of the collection can be retrieved by appending the method ?format=recursiveJson.
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For instance, the URL:
https://analytics-toolkit.nomad-coe.eu/api/resolve/N-TULHlZnc9cnbg7ihzUALIlSdyww/
C-DWGvyqvK2g_1yLyJf8nN3j_M-xd/section_run/0c?format=recursiveJson
displays the content of a specific calculation, which, e.g., is performed with the code “VASP”
(value of the metadata program_name).
It is a “geometry optimization” (section_sampling_method), performed with the “PBE” exchangecorrelation functional (section_XC_functionals in section_method), and it contains a sequence of configurations with an energy evaluation for each. At each level, one can read the
field “uri” that, copy-pasted in the address line of the browser, would allow for direct access to
that specific section content or concrete metadata value. In practice the unique identifiers of
archives and calculations will be results of a queries, and automatic tools will deal with them,
rather than users manually typing. Then the here presented API allows direct access to the
information of interest for the full dataset retrieved by the query.
A full documentation of the REST API will be presented in a forthcoming publication.

